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INTERACTIVE GAMING AS A SUPPORT FOR SYSTEM DYNAMICS LEARNING WITH THE USE OF VENSIM

Summary. This article presents the process of learning with the use of interactive gaming described on “Accidental Adversaries” archetype model, thus providing a new method of research than can be conducted on vast number of SD models. Authors selected an already well researched archetype to show a different approach in the process of model optimization. This gives the opportunity to share the knowledge about the possibilities of practical application of interactive gaming.

INTERAKTYWNE GRY PROGRAMU VENSIM JAKO WSPARCIE PROCESU UCZENIA SIĘ W DYNAMICE SYSTEMOWEJ

Streszczenie. W artykule opisano proces uczenia się z wykorzystaniem interaktywnych gier przedstawiony na archetypie „Przypadkowi przeciwnicy”, pokazując w ten sposób nową metodę badania, która może być zastosowana w ogromnej liczbie modeli dynamiki systemowej. Autorzy wybrali dokładnie zbadany i opisany w literaturze archetyp, aby zilustrować nowe podejście do procesu optymalizacji modelu. Przykład prezentuje nowe możliwości praktycznego zastosowania interaktywnych gier symulacyjnych.
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1. Introduction

System Dynamics (see: [1–28,30,31]) was developed in the late 1950s and early 1960s at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Sloan School of Management by Jay W. Forrester. This approach can be applied to dynamics problems arising in complex social, managerial, economic or ecological system. The main purpose of System Dynamics is an attempt to discover the structure that conditions the observed behavior of the system over time. System Dynamics tries to pose dynamic hypotheses that endogenously describe the observed behavior of system. Many authors have undertaken the proper principles formulation problem for successful use of System Dynamics. Let’s summarize the main of them:

- Development of a model solving a particular problem, not to imitate the whole system (looking for a solution to the problem of someone concern is the clear purpose of research. Modelers must exclude all factors not relevant to the problem to ensure the projects scope is feasible and the results timely. The goal is to improve the performance of the system as defined by the client. Focus on results.);

- System Dynamics does not stand alone. Use other tools and methods as appropriate (most modeling projects are part of a longer effort involving traditional strategic and operational analysis, including benchmarking, statistical work, market research, etc. Effective modeling rests on a strong base of data and understanding of the issue. Modeling works best as a complement to other tools, not as substitute);

- Focus on implementation from the start of the project (Implementation must start on the first day of the project. How will model help the client make decisions?);

- Validation is a continuous process of testing and building confidence in the model (Client and modelers build confidence in the utility of a model gradually, by constantly confronting the model with data and expert opinion their own and others! Thought this process both model and expert opinion will change and deepen. Seek out opportunities to challenge the models ability to replicate a diverse range of historical experiences);

- A broad model boundary is more important than a great deal of detail (Model must strike a balance between a useful, operational representation
of the structure and policy levers available to the clients while capturing the feedbacks generally unaccounted for in their useful models);

- Implementation does not end with a single project (Models and management flight simulators are applied to simulator issue in other settings. The modelers develop expertise they applied to related problems and client moved into new position and new organization, taking the insight they gained and, sometimes, a new way of thinking, with them. Implementation is a long-term process of personal, organizational and social change).

Like prof. Sterman said (see: [29–31]): there is no cookbook recipe for successful modeling, no procedure you can follow to guarantee a useful model. Modeling is inherently creative. Individual modelers have different styles and approaches. Yet all successful modelers follow a disciplined process that involves the following activity:

1) Articulating the problem to be addressed.

2) Formulating a hypothesis or theory about the causes of the problem.

3) Formulating a simulation model to test the dynamic hypothesis.

4) Testing the model until you are satisfied, it is suitable for your purpose.

5) Designing and evaluating policies for implementation.

After that introduction in the next paragraph the authors are intending to formulate some remarks about knowledge management and relationships between: user – computer – model – real world.

2. Some remarks about the knowledge management relationships between: user – computer – model – real world

On Figure 1 we can see the relationships between: user – computer – model – real world, from the Vensim possibilities perspective. Let’s pay attention on some of these relationships. The realization of sophisticated experiments type simulation – optimization – game, gives opportunity to choose optimal decision or estimate parameters (calibration). The helpful tool in this activities can be so called “system archetypes”.
Authors paid attention on archetypes in papers [18,19,22,26]. We can notice that mathematical relations can be visualized in so called casual – loop diagrams. One of such graphical form of archetype is presented on Figure 2 (Vensim tools are also applied in this presentation).

It looks rather complicated, but using graphical capabilities of Vensim is not so difficult like it seems, even in case of complex large scale models with many equation, parameters and inputs. Making use of such graphical expressions during communication of: model builders, users, informatics, management staffs, is very important taking into consideration the sharing of knowledge between participants of whole process of model building, simulation and implementation. Teaching of using such “toys”, like arrows, icons, etc., takes few hours and is rather pleasant and attractive and worth the trouble. One of the key options highlighted in black rectangle on Figure 2 is named “Game”. One of the internet definitions describes gaming as “an activity among two or more independent decision-makers seeking to achieve their objectives in some limiting context”. In Vensim convention interactive gaming is a way of actively engaging in the progress of a simulation – it’s an example of the “flight simulator” approach, where the user participates in decisions that affect the simulation outcome for each step in time. A Vensim simulation model can be run as a game by stepping through time and making changes to gaming variables along the way. In contrast, a normal simulation model runs
through the complete time span based on the initial setup of the model. Such approach helps in finding different regularities in the behavior of many models, thus accelerating the process of learning described in next paragraph.

3. The process of learning with the use of interactive gaming described on “Accidental Adversaries” archetype model

Firstly we must understand the concept of our model, which is thoroughly described in [20]. Briefly – there are two persons A and B, both want to succeed making own decisions (represented by parameters from a to f) and have appropriate success values, but each decision they make has an impact on themselves correspondingly. Figure 3 shows the outcome of basic simulation (A and B don’t work together – they make independent decisions realized in parameter values listed below figure).
Fig. 3. Simulation for “Accidental Adversaries” archetype model in Vensim (source: own idea)
Rys. 3. Bazowa symulacja działania archetypu „Przypadkowi przeciwnicy” w programie Vensim (źródło: opracowanie własne)

List of model parameters and inflow mathematical descriptions:
- $a = 0.4$,
- $b = 0.4$,
- $c = 0.2$,
- $d = 0.2$,
- $e = 0.6$,
- $f = 0.6$,
- $t_1 = 5$,
- $t_2 = 10$,
- $A_{success}(0) = 250$,
- $B_{success}(0) = 150$,
- $A_{inflow}(t) = -A_{fix}(t) + B_{activity}(t) - B_{obstruction}(t)$,
- $B_{inflow}(t) = -B_{fix}(t) + A_{activity}(t) - A_{obstruction}(t)$.

As we can see both A and B became adversaries to each other resulting in terrible losses. Now let us pose a question: how improve operating of any model (in our case “Accidental Adversaries” archetype model) by proper changes in parameter values that represent pivotal decisions (undertaken by A and B)? To
answer the question we used interactive gaming provided by Vensim. From the inflow mathematical descriptions presented above we can assume that better results can be achieved by minimizing parameters corresponding with A, Bfixes and A,Bobstruction and subsequently by maximizing A,Bactivity. Utilizing the game mechanism built in Vensim we performed a simulation experiment by changing some parameters every 10 month time period (parameter changes are presented in table below). Figure 4 shows the influence of those changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (Months)</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base value</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 – 10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 20</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 – 30</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 – 40</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 – 50</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 60</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can observe after initial losses A,Bsuccess increased to very high values (the graph shows changes to max time 50 months because values in time 60 months were too high to be shown – over 39.000). This experiment confirmed our suspicions on how to improve success level for both A and B person. The way we achieved that goal through interactive gaming is one of the possible answers to the posed question. For final and conclusive proof let’s perform an optimization using another Vensim tool. First we specify the parameter values that we want to maximize then the parameters that must be optimized (Figure 5).

The outcome of optimization process is shown on Figure 6.

As we expected the best result is achieved when values a and b are close or equal to zero, values c and d are equal one.
Fig. 4. Graph representing the influence of parameter changes in “Accidental Adversaries” archetype model (source: own idea)

Rys. 4. Wykres prezentujący wpływ zmian wartości parametrów w archetypie „Przypadkowi przeciwnicy” (źródło: opracowanie własne)

Fig. 5. Simulation for “Accidental Adversaries” archetype model in Vensim (source: own idea)

Rys. 5. Wybór parametrów do optymalnej symulacji archetypu „Przypadkowi przeciwnicy” w programie Vensim (źródło: opracowanie własne)
Interactive gaming as a support for System Dynamics...

4. Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to show and express some remarks about interactive gaming and its supportive role for learning with the use of Vensim. The vast number of real life systems, modelled according to System Dynamics convention, can be thoroughly examined by using gaming functionality. Obviously we can’t forget about other functionalities like sensitivity analysis, but taking advantage of gaming tools generally gives us preliminary analysis in the considered model. Knowledge gained in that process help us find a solution, thus providing invaluable help in a scientific research.
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